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Abstract

Ngan Hoe will first share briefly the experience of his 9-month stint from Aug 2013 to Apr 2014 at St. Ambrose University, Iowa, USA under the Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence (Fulbright SIR) program. He will begin with some information about the Fulbright SIR program, followed by an overview of the activities he was involved in during the two-semester attachment there.

In the second part of the sharing, Ngan Hoe will share briefly the rationale of the invited talk he delivered at the Temasek Foundation-Ateneo De Manila University Policy, Governance and Capacity Building (PGCB) Conference for Philippine Educators on 30 May 2014, entitled “Effectiveness and Efficiency in Teaching and Learning Mathematics’. The sharing will include a background knowledge of his involvement in training the Master Trainers, who were participants of this PGCB Conference, during December 2011.

Finally, Ngan Hoe will share about his visit to Santiago, Chile during the end of June 2014 when he was invited by the Chilean Academy of Sciences as well as University of Chile to attend the launch of the Spanish translated version of the Yellow Book: Teaching Primary School Mathematics – A Resource Book. In particular, he will also talk a little about the interesting work of a few mathematicians at the University of Chile in trying to establish mathematics standards for pre-service teachers in Chile.
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